A Phase 2 Randomized Trial Evaluating 2 doses of Vopratelimab + Pimivalimab in TISvopra Selected Patients
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Table 3. Two Doses of Vopra in a Distinct Pattern of Target Engagement: 0.1 mg/kg and 0.03 mg/kg

Table 2. Two Doses of Vopra Provide Distinct Patterns of Pulsatile TE in SELECT

Table 1. A Favorable Trend was Observed With Vopra 0.03 mg/kg + Pimi For All Efficacy Endpoints

PRELIMINARY EFFICACY RESULTS

A Favorable Trend Was Observed With Vopra 0.03 mg/kg v Pimi Monotherapy

Figure 5. A Favorable Trend in PFS is Observed With Pimi + Vopra 0.03 mg/kg vs Pimi Monotherapy

CONCLUSIONS

SELECT assessed 2 doses of vopra with distinct target engagement profiles in a TISvopra selected population, intended to identify patients more likely to have 1 or more serious adverse events. Trametinib and the preliminary data for vopra 0.1 mg/kg indicates Vopra does not add to the toxicity of pimi.
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SAFETY
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